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Evolution and mechanics of mixed
phospholipid fibrinogen monolayers

Ian Williams and Todd M. Squires

Department of Chemical Engineering, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA, USA

IW, 0000-0001-6997-1823

All mammals depend on lung surfactant (LS) to reduce surface tension at the

alveolar interface and facilitate respiration. The inactivation of LS in acute

respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is generally accompanied by elevated

levels of fibrinogen and other blood plasma proteins in the alveolar space.

Motivated by the mechanical role fibrinogen may play in LS inactivation,

we measure the interfacial rheology of mixed monolayers of fibrinogen

and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC), the main constituent of LS,

and compare these to the single species monolayers. We find DPPC to be

ineffective at displacing preadsorbed fibrinogen, which gives the resulting

mixed monolayer a strongly elastic shear response. By contrast, how effec-

tively a pre-existing DPPC monolayer prevents fibrinogen adsorption

depends upon its surface pressure. At low DPPC surface pressures, fibrino-

gen penetrates DPPC monolayers, imparting a mixed viscoelastic shear

response. At higher initial DPPC surface pressures, this response becomes

increasingly viscous-dominated, and the monolayer retains a more fluid,

DPPC-like character. Fluorescence microscopy reveals that the mixed mono-

layers exhibit qualitatively different morphologies. Fibrinogen has a strong,

albeit preparation-dependent, mechanical effect on phospholipid mono-

layers, which may contribute to LS inactivation and disorders such as ARDS.
1. Introduction
The primary purpose of the lung is to exchange gas across a complex aqueous–

air interface [1]. This is facilitated by an interfacial area of up to approximately

70 m2 in human adults [2–5]. Upon inhalation, alveoli are inflated, creating sur-

face area and performing work against the surface tension, g, potentially

consuming substantial metabolic energy. An adsorbed multicomponent layer

of lipids and proteins, collectively known as lung surfactant (LS), reduces g sig-

nificantly [1,2,6–8], lowering the energetic cost of inhalation, preventing

alveolar collapse during exhalation and stabilizing small airways [9].

Inactivation of LS causes breathing difficulties and serious respiratory dis-

orders including acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), in which g

cannot be sufficiently reduced, decreasing lung compliance and increasing

the energetic cost of breathing [8,10]. Dire consequences of inactivated LS

include: alveolar collapse (atelectasis), reduction in functional residual capacity

(the lung volume remaining after exhalation), pulmonary bleeding and systemic

oxygen starvation [2,4,8–12]. ARDS develops rapidly, typically within 24 h of

an identifiable lung trauma [2,8], and is fatal in approximately 30–40% of

patients [13]. No treatment has proved generally successful.

Many factors may contribute to LS inactivation [14] and the onset and pro-

gression of ARDS. The lungs of ARDS patients often contain water-soluble

surface active materials that are not present in healthy alveoli. Bile salts, lyso-

lipids, serum proteins, meconium, different lipids and fatty acids and air

pollutants are all thought to inhibit the ability of LS to reduce g [1,2] and are

found at elevated levels in the bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid extracted

from ARDS patients [15–17]. In particular, surface adsorption of blood proteins

including fibrinogen [18–20], albumin [15,18,21] and haemoglobin [22] is

associated with LS inactivation [9,16,23]. However, mechanism(s) by which
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Figure 1. (a) Photograph of apparatus. A Langmuir trough with two mova-
ble barriers (1) is observed through a microscope objective (2). A filter paper
Wilhelmy tensiometer (3) monitors surface pressure. Electromagnets (4) apply
magnetic fields at the observation region. Inset shows micrograph of micro-
button. (b) Schematic of electromagnet array and microbutton probe.
Magnets 1a and 1b are connected in series and used to apply an oscillating
magnetic field. Magnets 2a and 2b are connected independently and used to
translate or align the probe. (c) Side-view schematic of microbutton.
A ferromagnetic nickel layer is deposited onto SU-8 photoresist. Gold provides
an anchoring point for a thiol monolayer, giving an amphiphilic character.
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these proteins inhibit LS function, or how to reverse these

effects, are far from understood [8]. In fact, it is not known

whether the presence of serum proteins in the BAL fluid is

simply a passive symptom that correlates with ARDS, or

whether serum proteins play an active role in its progression.

Informed and inspired by these observations, we present

a physico-chemical study of fibrinogen, which is believed to

inhibit LS function more severely than other blood proteins

[18,20], characterizing its effect on a model phospho-

lipid monolayer under idealized, laboratory conditions.

Fibrinogen adsorbs at an aqueous–air interface, forming a

monolayer of molecules which become increasingly aligned

with increasing surface density [24–27], and therefore may

compete with LS to adsorb in the alveoli, potentially promot-

ing inactivation. Thus, it is important to understand

fibrinogen’s effect on surface tension, and how it alters the

structural and rheological properties of phospholipid mono-

layers. As a proxy for LS, which is a multicomponent

mixture of lipids and proteins, we use the most abundant

LS molecule, dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) [1].

We first characterize the adsorption of fibrinogen at an

aqueous–air interface. Subsequently, we probe the effect of

fibrinogen on the rheological response of DPPC monolayers

using a unique interfacial rheometry technique [28]. We

describe two distinct ‘orders of operations’: DPPC spread

onto pre-adsorbed fibrinogen monolayers, and fibrinogen

introduced to the subphase under pre-formed DPPC mono-

layers. Distinct behaviours are observed in these two cases.

Additionally, fluorescence microscopy allows direct visual-

ization of monolayer morphology so that rheological

changes can be related to changes in mesostructure as fibrino-

gen adsorbs. Finally, we discuss the ways in which our

simplified laboratory studies may relate to the action of real

LS at physiological conditions, and expected differences.
2. Experimental details
The aqueous phase in all experiments is phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS, Sigma Aldrich), containing 0.01 M phosphate

buffer, 0.0027 M potassium chloride and 0.137 M sodium

chloride. DPPC is obtained in chloroform from Avanti Polar

Lipids and diluted with HPLC grade chloroform (Sigma-

Aldrich) to yield solutions with concentrations in the range

0.1–1 mg ml21. To provide fluorescence contrast [29,30],

DPPC samples are doped with 0.5 wt% Texas Red DHPE

(Texas Red 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethano-

lamine) supplied by Life Technologies. Fibrinogen from

bovine plasma (Sigma-Aldrich) is purchased as a powder

and dissolved in PBS.

Experiments employ a custom Teflon Langmuir trough

and a bright-field/fluorescence microscope. Microrheological

measurements are made in bright-field mode using a 10 �
magnification Nikon Plan Fluor objective. Monolayer mor-

phology is visualized in fluorescence mode using a Nikon

L Plan super long working distance 50 �magnification objec-

tive. The Langmuir trough has two reservoirs separated by a

central observation area (figure 1a). A pair of computer-

controlled Teflon barriers allow compression of the interface.

Surface pressure (P ¼ g0 2 g, the reduction in g compared

to the clean interface) is monitored using a filter paper

Wilhelmy tensiometer (Riegler and Kirstein, Germany).

Unless otherwise noted, the trough is cleaned before every
experiment by wiping all surfaces with methanol and rinsing

three times each with acetone, isopropyl alcohol and

deionized water (Milli-Q). All experiments are performed at

room temperature, 208C.

The magnetic microbutton interfacial microrheometry

technique has been described at length elsewhere [28,31–

33]. A photolithographically fabricated, amphiphilic, ferro-

magnetic probe of radius a ¼ 50 mm (figure 1) is deposited

on the interface at the centre of an array of four electromag-

nets. Passing a sinusoidal current through a pair of

oppositely aligned magnets (1a and 1b in figure 1b) con-

nected in series creates a sinusoidal magnetic field at the

trough centre. By virtue of its nickel layer (figure 1c), the

microbutton responds to align its magnetic moment with

the field. The perpendicularly aligned magnets (2a and 2b)

are controlled independently to align or translate the probe.

The probe’s ‘buttonholes’ are tracked to measure its angu-

lar response to the applied field. Interfacial mechanical

properties are inferred by interpreting this response. The

microbutton is aligned perpendicularly to the field such

that the magnitude of the applied torque is G � mB where

m and B are the magnitudes of the probe magnetic moment

and the magnetic field, respectively.

An oscillating magnetic field, B0 eivt, applies an

oscillatory torque to the probe,

G0 eivt ¼ mB0 eivt, ð2:1Þ

which drives an angular response:

u(t) ¼ u0 ei(vt�d), ð2:2Þ

where u0 is the amplitude of probe oscillation and d rep-

resents a phase lag with respect to the torque. The complex
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rotational resistance

z�R(v) ¼ mB0 eid

ivu0
ð2:3Þ

relates the torque and angular velocity. Both subphase fluid

viscosity, h, and interfacial viscosity, hS, contribute to z*R.

The Boussinesq number,

B0 ¼
hS

ha
ð2:4Þ

characterizes the relative magnitude of the drag on the probe

due to the surface and the subphase. In the limit B0�1, inter-

facial drag dominates, and the rotational resistance is given

by zR ¼ 4phSa2 [33,34]. In this limit, the complex surface

viscosity, h*S, is

h�S(v) ¼ mB0 eid

ivu04pa2
: ð2:5Þ

This is related to the linear viscoelastic surface moduli,

G*S(v) ¼ GS
0(v) þ iGS

0 0(v) by G*S(v) ¼ ivh*S(v). The interfacial

storage modulus, GS
0, characterizing the elastic response, is

given by the in-phase motion of the microbutton, while the

interfacial loss modulus, GS
00, which characterizes viscous be-

haviour, is given by its out-of-phase response [33,35,36].

Practically, B0 and u0 are obtained from sinusoidal fits to

the recorded magnetic field and microbutton orientation

and d is the phase lag between these sinusoids.

For experiments without fibrinogen, or where fibrinogen

is introduced during the experiment, m is measured prior

to introducing any surface active material. On a clean

buffer–air interface, the probe experiences the subphase

drag dominated, low-Bo regime, in which rotational resist-

ance is zR ¼ 16ha3/3 [33,34] and the real part of (2.3) gives

m ¼ 16ha3vu0

3B0 sin d
: ð2:6Þ

Using h for PBS, m is measured by observing a disc’s

response to an oscillating field of known amplitude and fre-

quency [31]. For each probe, m is taken to be the average of

at least 30 measurements. Individual microbuttons cannot

be calibrated this way with fibrinogen solution subphases,

in which case analysis is performed using the average value

�m ¼ 203� 10�17 J G�1, obtained from calibrations of 50

different probes.

Following microbutton calibration, DPPC is spread on the

interface and/or fibrinogen is injected into the subphase.

DPPC is spread from chloroform solution using a micro-

syringe. After spreading, 30 min are allowed to ensure the

chloroform evaporates. The trough barriers compress the

interface at a rate of 0.8 cm2 s21 when compression is

required. B0 is manually adjusted to maintain small probe

oscillations of �0.05 radians. An upper limit to the measur-

able surface moduli is set for any given m by the maximum

B0 that can be applied. All oscillatory microrheological

measurements are performed at 1 Hz. The shear response of

a material is, in general, dependent on the rate at which it

is deformed. However, due to the dynamic, non-equilibrium

nature of our adsorption and penetration experiments, it is

not possible to perform full frequency sweeps during mono-

layer evolution. A frequency of 1 Hz is chosen for its

relevance to the timescales of breathing, to allow comparison

with the existing literature [32,37], and to track the temporal

evolution of ageing monolayers.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Fibrinogen adsorption
While fibrinogen is known to adsorb at the aqueous–air

interface [24–26,38,39], little attention has been paid to its

interfacial shear rheology, either in equilibrium or during

adsorption. Using a macroscopic rheometer, Ariola et al.
[37] measured steady-state interfacial moduli as a function

of bulk concentration, c. Below an onset concentration, there

is no measurable interfacial rheology. Above this concen-

tration, the response is viscous-dominated with G00S . G0S.

Both G0S(c) and G0 0S(c) exhibit a peak at c � 0.1 mg ml21.

We first characterize fibrinogen adsorption by monitoring

P(t). Because fibrinogen adsorbs at both the aqueous–air

interface and Teflon surfaces [40], two series of experiments

are performed. In the first series, the standard trough clean-

ing procedure is followed. To assess the impact of

adsorption at the trough walls, the second series is performed

without cleaning between measurements, instead only rin-

sing with DI water. As such, the trough is pretreated with

fibrinogen.

Typical clean trough data are presented in figure 2a
for subphase concentrations 0:0002 mg ml�1 � c � 1 mg ml�1.

Experiments in pretreated troughs exhibit qualitatively identi-

cal behaviour (see the electronic supplementary material).

Below an onset concentration at c � 0.003 mg ml21, surface

pressure remains unmeasurably small over a timescale of

hours. Above this concentration, P increases after a concen-

tration-dependent induction time, and eventually approaches

a plateau at steady state.

These data follow asymmetric sigmoidal curves,

approaching their plateaux more slowly than they rise from

P ¼ 0, and are fit with an empirical function of the form

P(t) ¼ P0 exp [� a exp (� bt)], ð3:1Þ

which captures their shape. Three parameters are extracted

from these fits. The spreading pressure is given by the long

time plateau, P0. The time at the point of inflection, t* ¼
b21lna, gives an adsorption timescale, and the gradient at t*,
_P(t�) ¼ P0be�1, quantifies the rate of adsorption. The depen-

dence of these parameters on c is shown in figure 2b–d for

both clean (circles) and pretreated (triangles) troughs.

Figure 2b reveals that the spreading pressure is immeasur-

ably small (P0 � 0) below the onset concentration. This

jumps to P0 � 8 mN m21 just above the onset concentration,

then increases to P0 � 15 mN m21 over nearly three decades

in concentration, consistent with similar experiments in

the literature [37]. P0 measured in clean and pretreated

troughs agree quantitatively, except very close to the onset

concentration.

Figure 2c,d shows that the adsorption timescale, t*,

decreases sharply as c is increased, while the adsorption

rate increases, as is typical for protein adsorption [41,42]. At

high concentrations (c � 0.1 mg ml21), fibrinogen adsorbs so

quickly that the inflection point in the fitted curve appears

to occur at negative times. This region is indicated with red

shading. In pretreated troughs at nominally identical sub-

phase concentrations, adsorption timescales decrease

slightly and adsorption rates increase slightly. Differences

between pretreated and clean experiments remain very

small, except very close to the onset concentration. In exper-

iments combining fibrinogen and DPPC, precise knowledge
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of c is of lesser importance than strict trough hygiene, and

thus we neglect fibrinogen adsorption to the walls (further

exploration of this effect is included in the electronic

supplementary material).

Figure 3a,b shows the evolution of G0S and G00S as mono-

layers adsorb from solutions at various concentrations, c.

Surface rheology evolves like P(t) in figure 2. No change in

G0S or G0 0S is measured when c � 0.003 mg ml21, which

coincides with the onset concentration for measurable P.

Interfacial stiffening occurs so rapidly at high concentrations

(c � 0.01 mg ml21) that the probe cannot be reliably torqued

to obtain meaningful measurements. In the intermediate

regime, the interfacial response is initially viscous-dominated

(G00S . G0S) but G0S ultimately overtakes G00S, indicating a cross-

over to elastic-dominated behaviour. The moduli increase

beyond the upper limit of measurability in all experiments

above the onset concentration. Therefore, the plateaux

observed in figure 3 do not represent equilibrium values of

G0S and G0 0S. Clearly, however, fibrinogen forms very stiff,

elastic monolayers, with increasing rapidity as c is increased.

P continues to grow after the monolayer becomes so stiff

that the probe no longer responds to maximum torque, indi-

cating that fibrinogen continues to adsorb (figure 3c). In all

experiments, G0S increases by three orders of magnitude

before P increases measurably above approximately 0 mN

m21, showing that fibrinogen influences interfacial rheology
at surface concentrations much lower than those required to

modify g. A very small amount of fibrinogen adsorbed to

an aqueous–air interface has a very large impact on its

material properties. This is a significant observation, indicat-

ing that microrheometry may be more sensitive to adsorbed

material than surface pressure measurements.

3.2. Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine phase behaviour
and interfacial rheology

The monolayer rheology and phase behaviour of DPPC are

well established [32,43–45]. Figure 4a shows the pressure-

area isotherm of a DPPC monolayer (black circles) encoding

its phase behaviour. At low molecular density (high

area per molecule), DPPC exists in a liquid expanded (LE)

state, in which head groups are translationally disordered

and tails are orientationally disordered. LE DPPC can incor-

porate the fluorescently labelled DHPE, and appears bright

in fluorescence micrographs (inset to figure 4a). Upon com-

pression, the surface pressure increases until a plateau is

reached, representing coexistence between liquid expanded

and liquid condensed (LC) DPPC. The surface pressure of

LE–LC coexistence increases with temperature [44,46–48],

but its onset occurs at approximately 4 mN m21 at 208C. In

this region domains of LC DPPC nucleate and grow, until

the entire monolayer is in the LC state at P � 10 mN m21.
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The molecules in LC domains are regularly packed and

exclude the fluorophore, thus appearing dark in fluorescence

micrographs.

The P-dependent interfacial rheology of DPPC mono-

layers has been measured on room temperature DI water

subphases using magnetic microbutton microrheometry

[32]. Figure 4b shows new measurements made on PBS that

exhibit the same qualitative features. Starting at P � 5 mN

m21, DPPC has a measurable effect on interfacial rheology

with both G0S and G00S rising exponentially with P. This

sharp growth coincides with LE–LC coexistence. It has

been hypothesized that the moduli increase as a power law

in the area fraction of LC domains [49]. Beyond coexistence,

P � 10 mN m21, both G0S and G00S exhibit weaker exponential

growth. The entire monolayer is condensed, and further

increasing P causes a smaller increase in G0S and G0 0S. The
shear response of the DPPC monolayer is viscous-dominated

(G0 0S . G0S) at all P.

3.3. Mixing protocol I: dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
added to fibrinogen monolayer

In the first mixing scenario, the trough is filled with a fibrino-

gen solution which is allowed to adsorb at the interface, then

DPPC is spread on top so that it interacts with a pre-adsorbed

fibrinogen layer. The subphase concentration is c � 0.001 mg

ml21, below the onset concentration, and so no rise in P or

the interfacial moduli is measured before spreading DPPC.

The fibrinogen solution is left to equilibrate for at least 3 h

before the DPPC is spread, and a further 30 min are allowed

for chloroform evaporation, monolayer mixing and equili-

bration. The monolayer is then compressed and the surface

moduli are measured as a function of P.

Immediately following spreading DPPC, P jumps to

around 4 mN m21. Accompanying this rapid P increase is

an equally sudden interfacial stiffening. A probe that easily

oscillates on the fibrinogen subphase becomes immobile fol-

lowing the addition of DPPC and requires a large increase

in B0 to restore measurable oscillation. Figure 4a shows how

the pressure–area isotherm of DPPC is modified when it is

spread onto a preadsorbed fibrinogen monolayer. Com-

pression isotherms are shown as solid triangles and crosses

represent decompression. The darkest triangles show the
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first compression, and subsequent decompression–

recompression cycles are shown in progressively lighter

shades. At any given interfacial area, P is significantly

higher for these mixed monolayers than would be measured

for either DPPC or fibrinogen alone, indicating the presence

of both DPPC and fibrinogen in the monolayer. The P

jump on spreading puts DPPC into its coexistence plateau.

On compression, P increases up to approximately 30 mN

m21, beyond which point monolayers start to collapse.

Decompression measurements fall below the compression

isotherms, showing reproducible hysteresis characteristic of

slow respreading [50]. While all three decompression curves

fall on top of one another, only the second and third

compressions follow the same curve, with the initial com-

pression offset at higher P. This suggests either that

adsorbed material is ejected during the first compression

and not readsorbed [50] or that the first compression causes

some structural change or complexation that is not reversed

on decompression. The identical second and third compres-

sion isotherms suggest no further change in composition or

structure occurs in subsequent cycles.

The interfacial rheology of DPPC spread onto preadsorbed

fibrinogen is shown as diamonds in figure 4b. The mixed

monolayer exhibits an increase in G0S of nearly five orders of

magnitude, and an increase in G00S of at least two orders of

magnitude over pure DPPC. Furthermore, the mixed mono-

layer shows elastic-dominated behaviour (G0S . G00S) whereas

DPPC alone exhibits a primarily viscous response (G0 0S .

G0S). Even at very low surface concentration, pre-existing fibri-

nogen monolayers stiffen DPPC dramatically. In fact, by P �
12 mN m21, the mixed monolayer becomes immeasurably

stiff, while G0S and G00S in the pure DPPC monolayer remain

measurable up to significantly higher P.

Fluorescence imaging of the mixed monolayer during

compression and decompression reveals considerable

changes in its morphology when compared with pure

DPPC. Figure 5a shows the initial state of the monolayer

after spreading DPPC, but before compression. The dark

domains are reminiscent of LC regions in the pure DPPC
monolayer at coexistence (inset to figure 4a), but the bright,

disordered regions contain small, dark microdomains not

seen in LE DPPC. Compressing the interface squeezes these

domains together, forming the bright network structure

shown in figure 5b. By P ¼ 5 mN m21, the mixed monolayer

consists of irregular dark regions separated by a bright net-

work. This structure persists up to P � 20 mN m21 where

fluorescence is quenched, potentially due to fluorophore

crowding [51].

On decompression, the network initially breaks (figure 5h),

but reforms and persists down to P � 6 mN m21. Around P ¼

5 mN m21, the network arms thicken, introducing spotted tex-

tures of varying brightness (figure 5e,f). Each discrete intensity

level presumably contains different compositions of LC DPPC,

LE DPPC, DHPE and fibrinogen. This new structure persists

for at least 24 h, and does not relax to the morphology of

figure 5a, suggesting irreversible changes or kinetically

trapped states are introduced through compression and

decompression. Subsequent recompression–decompression

cycles recover the irregular network at high P, and the

multiple-intensity morphologies at low P (electronic sup-

plementary material). This suggests that complexation

during compression is responsible for the offset of the first

compression isotherm from subsequent recompressions.

One conclusion to draw is that DPPC is not effective at

removing fibrinogen that has already adsorbed to aqueous–

air interfaces, even when fibrinogen is so dilute that it has

no measurable effect on P or interfacial rheology. This

draws an intriguing contrast with previous research showing

that dilauroylphosphatidylcholine (DLPC), a short-chain

phospholipid which is partly soluble in water, can expel

pre-adsorbed fibrinogen when adsorbing into fibrinogen

monolayers from aqueous solution [39].

3.4. Mixing protocol II: fibrinogen added beneath
a dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine monolayer

The second mixing protocol introduces fibrinogen to the

subphase beneath a pre-existing DPPC monolayer. DPPC
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Figure 6. G0S(t) ( pink circles) and G00S(t) (blue diamonds) when fibrinogen is injected into subphase below a DPPC monolayer at initial surface pressures (a) Pi ¼ 2
mN m21, (b) Pi ¼ 4 mN m21, (c) Pi ¼ 8 mN m21, (d ) Pi ¼ 12 mN m21, (e) Pi ¼ 15 mN m21, ( f ) Pi ¼ 20 mN m21. Insets show P(t). Bulk subphase
fibrinogen concentrations are in the range 0.003 mg ml21 , c , 0.006 mg ml21. Horizontal dashed lines indicate maximum measurable modulus.
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is spread on PBS and compressed to initial surface

pressure, Pi. After a 30 min equilibration time, 0.5 ml of

fibrinogen solution is injected into the subphase, and P,

surface rheology and monolayer morphology are sub-

sequently measured as the interface evolves. A range of Pi

are investigated, from 2 to 20 mN m21, encompassing both

fully LE and fully LC DPPC monolayers. The overall sub-

phase concentration is in the range 0.003 mg ml21 , c ,

0.006 mg ml21.

Figure 6 shows typical G0S(t) and G00S(t) curves following

fibrinogen injection for the full range of Pi. We first consider

P(t), shown in the insets. In all but the experiment at Pi ¼ 20

mN m21, P rises immediately following fibrinogen addition,

without any induction period, indicating rapid monolayer

penetration. This is consistent with studies of DPPC mono-

layer penetration by lysozyme [52]. The initial rise is

steepest at lower Pi and becomes more gradual with increas-

ing Pi. For Pi ¼ 20 mN m21, however, P(t) decreases slowly

over approximately 8 h, likely due to subphase evaporation

altering the buoyancy of the Wilhelmy plate. Presumably,

evaporation also occurs in experiments at other Pi, but, its

effect is overshadowed by fibrinogen penetrating the mono-

layer. The evolution of G0S and G00S at Pi ¼ 20 mN m21

reveal that fibrinogen does interact with the high P DPPC

at the interface.

The interfacial moduli, G0S and G00S, do not show an

immediate rise at t ¼ 0. The interface initially exhibits a

viscous-dominated shear response characteristic of DPPC.

After an onset time, during which P increases, G0S and G0 0S
rise and ultimately approach long-time plateaux. For Pi �
12 mN m21 these plateaux are approximately 102 mN m21

and G0S � G0 0S, indicating a mixed visco-elastic response.

When fibrinogen adsorbs to fully LC DPPC monolayers (Pi

� 12 mN m21), the mixed monolayer does not become so

stiff, and G0 0S remains larger than G0S, characteristic of a
more DPPC-like, viscous-dominated shear response. Sub-

phase fibrinogen concentration c is found to have little

effect on end-state G0S, G0 0S or P and so we focus on Pi. The

effect of c on the dynamics of monolayer penetration is

explored in the electronic supplementary material.

One might anticipate that DPPC monolayers at Pi greater

than the spreading pressure of fibrinogen, P0, at a given

subphase concentration, c, will effectively exclude fibrinogen.

However, the data in figure 6 do not support this hypothesis.

The spreading pressure of fibrinogen without DPPC (figure

2b) is in the range 7 to 10 mN m21 for the concentrations

employed here. That both P and the interfacial moduli

increase following fibrinogen injection, even for Pi . P0

reveals non-trivial interactions between DPPC and

fibrinogen.

Additional insight into monolayer evolution appears

when G0S is plotted versus P rather than time (figure 7a). P

rises immediately on fibrinogen addition, but without any

concurrent change in G0S, as indicated by the flat regions on

the left of each data series. As monolayer penetration pro-

ceeds, G0S and G00S increase by several orders of magnitude

while P remains fairly constant. Finally, P continues to

increase, while G0S and G0 0S approach their plateaux. The sur-

face pressure at which the sharp rise in G0S and G00S occurs

increases with Pi, shifting the data to the right. This behav-

iour contrasts with fibrinogen absorption in the absence of

DPPC (figure 3c), where G0S and G00S rise well before any

change in P is measured.

The simplest model interaction between fibrinogen and

DPPC at the interface is one of area exclusion, neglecting

interspecies attractions or repulsions. The surface number

density of DPPC, GDPPC, can be determined as a function of

P from the DPPC isotherm (figure 4a). Before fibrinogen

injection, the entire interface is occupied by DPPC at surface

pressure Pi, corresponding to a molecular density GDPPC(Pi).
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As fibrinogen enters the interface, it reduces the area avail-

able to DPPC. As DPPC is insoluble in the subphase, the

number of DPPC molecules on the interface is conserved,

and their density is increased. Correspondingly, under the

non-interacting, area exclusion approximation, P increases

following the DPPC isotherm. Comparing the initial and

final surface pressures, Pi and Pf, in a monolayer penetration

experiment, gives an estimate for the increase in GDPPC and

thus the end-state interfacial area fractions occupied by

both DPPC and fibrinogen:

fDPPC ¼
GDPPC(Pi)

GDPPC(Pf )
ð3:2Þ

and

fFib ¼ 1� fDPPC: ð3:3Þ

For Pi � 10 mN m21, where DPPC starts in the fully LC state,

(3.3) predicts that less than 10% of the end-state mixed mono-

layer is occupied by fibrinogen (figure 7b). This contrasts with

lower Pi monolayers with significant LE regions where fibri-

nogen is predicted to comprise up to approximately 40% of

the end-state area. The predicted fFib drops significantly

across the Pi range corresponding to LE–LC coexistence.

Armed with these predictions, we can consider the

crossover from mixed viscoelastic behaviour to a viscous-

dominated response as Pi is increased. We characterize the

monolayer using the ratio G0S/G00S, which is�1 for elastic sys-

tems, �1 for viscous systems and approximately 1 when the

response is mixed. Pure fibrinogen typically shows elastic

dominated behaviour (figure 3) with G0S/G00S between 4 and

6. Conversely, pure DPPC is viscous-dominated with G0S/

G00S between 0.1 and 0.4. The end-state ratios G0S/G0 0S
measured in monolayer penetration experiments are shown

as a function of Pi as black points in figure 7c, with single-

component monolayer ranges indicated by shading. This

quantitative assessment echoes the qualitative statements

made previously: as Pi increases, the end-state rheology

crosses over from mixed viscoelastic behaviour (G0S/G0 0S � 1)

to a viscous-dominated response G0S/G00S , 1. At high Pi, this

ratio approaches the values measured in pure DPPC, further

supporting the claim that the monolayer retains a primarily

DPPC-like character. For low Pi, G0S/G00S indicates mixed-to-

elastic behaviour, although the degree of elastic-dominance
does not approach the values typical of pure fibrinogen. This

indicates that DPPC still plays a significant role in determining

the shear response of the mixed monolayer.

Using fDPPC and fFib calculated from Pi and Pf, predic-

tions of G0S/G00S are made using an area-weighted linear

combination of the typical ratios measured in the single

component monolayers:

G0S
G00S
¼ fDPPC

G0S
G00S

�
�
�
�
DPPC

þfFib

G0S
G00S

�
�
�
�
Fib

: ð3:4Þ

These are shown in blue in figure 7c. The crosses mark predic-

tions made using the average pure monolayer ratios, and the

error bars extend to the minimum and maximum predictions.

However crude, this reductionist model captures the

observed behaviour remarkably well, especially for Pi � 8

mN m21. At lower Pi the predicted G0S/G0 0S is higher than

measured in experiment, closer to that of pure fibrinogen.

This suggests that, in this region, the excluded area model

overestimates fFib, or that interactions between the two

species become more important when neither occupies an

overwhelming majority of the interfacial area.

For Pi � 10 mN m21, the monolayer can be directly

observed using fluorescence microscopy during the pen-

etration process, supplementing the insight gained from the

excluded area model. For higher Pi, the initial monolayer is

entirely LC DPPC which excludes the fluorophore, and so

morphology cannot be monitored.

Figure 8 shows a typical series of micrographs illustrating

the effect of fibrinogen on a DPPC monolayer at Pi ¼ 4 mN

m21. The initial monolayer has a low coverage of LC domains

as shown in (a). After injection, the subphase fibrinogen con-

centration is c � 0.005 mg ml21, causing rapid increases in the

interfacial moduli and P. LC domains grow immediately,

with a remarkable increase in their surface coverage occurring

in the first 6 min (figure 8a,b). Domains initially grow with the

spiral arms characteristic of pure DPPC LC domains

[32,53,54], but these relax as the monolayer ages, becoming

increasingly circular (figure 8c) while surface coverage con-

tinues to increase. After 2 h, the domains begin to deform

against one another, creating a foam-like morphology

(figure 8d ), even though no change in P is measured after 1 h.

These micrographs suggest a plausible mechanism for the

evolution of G0S and G0 0S of lower Pi experiments. Initially,
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Figure 8. Fluorescence micrographs showing time evolution of DPPC monolayer morphology when fibrinogen is added to the subphase at c � 0.005 mg ml21.
Initial surface pressure is P ¼ 4 mN m21. Brightness and contrast altered to mitigate the effects of photobleaching.
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fibrinogen molecules adsorb at the interface, driving DPPC

molecules into LC domains, causing their growth, and

increasing P. During this coexistence G0S and G00S are largely

dominated by the continuous, LE phase and so do not

change much. Once domains come into contact, rheology

changes qualitatively. We speculate that the contact point cor-

responds to the sharp rise in G0S and G00S (figure 7a) as the

contact between adjacent domains creates an increasingly

‘jammed’ system of stiff, condensed domains. Under this

interpretation, the later, slower stiffening is attributed to a

slow increase in jamming as domains deform against one

another, resulting in the foam-like structures in figure 8d.

The fact that interfacial morphology continues to evolve

despite no measurable change in P between figure 8c,d
suggests that P alone cannot be used to characterize mono-

layer penetration. Exactly where fibrinogen incorporates into

the DPPC monolayer is not clear from the micrographs.

Small dark features that are not observed in pure DPPC mono-

layers appear within the LE phase (figure 8d) and seem clearly

associated with fibrinogen. LC DPPC does not entirely exclude

fibrinogen, however. Even fully LC DPPC monolayers with

Pi . 10 mN m21 show a steady increase in P(t) and their

interfacial moduli, which indicates fibrinogen adsorption.

The smaller extent of this increase suggests that far less fibrino-

gen is adsorbed under these conditions, as reflected in the

excluded area predictions of fFib. It is plausible that fibrinogen

can more easily penetrate disordered LE DPPC than ordered

LC domains and we, therefore, propose that most fibrinogen

adsorption initially occurs in the LE regions.

3.5. Lung surfactant under physiological conditions
Having characterized the consequences of mixing fibrinogen

with DPPC at the aqueous–air interface under labora-

tory conditions, it is prudent to highlight and discuss the

differences between our model experiments and the

physiological conditions in the lung. Although the litera-

ture abounds with LS-inspired studies performed at room

temperature [32,49,50,55–64] and/or using a single lipid

[30,32,50,55,59,61–63] or simplified two- or three-component

mixtures [7,30,49,56–58,60,65–68], LS operates at body temp-

erature, 378C, and consists of a mixture of DPPC with various

additional saturated and unsaturated phospholipids,

cholesterol, neutral lipids and four surfactant proteins [1,8].

Furthermore, physiological LS exists at surface pressures in

the range 50 mN m21 � P � 70 mN m21 [1,2,6], significantly

higher than those considered in our research, and is adsorbed

at curved, rather than planar, interfaces.

In pure DPPC, LE–LC coexistence occurs at higher sur-

face pressure as temperature is increased, and is suppressed

entirely for T � 418C, beyond which LE DPPC exists at all
P [44,46–48]. Hermans & Vermant [44] demonstrated the

importance of temperature in determining the rheological

response of a DPPC monolayer, although viscous-dominated

behaviour is observed up to 458C and P ¼ 45 mN m21. As

our data suggest that fibrinogen preferentially penetrates dis-

ordered LE DPPC, we speculate that increasing temperature

towards the physiological regime would allow more fibrino-

gen to penetrate a DPPC monolayer at a given initial Pi due

to a decrease in the interfacial area occupied by LC DPPC

domains at elevated temperature. That is, the ‘capacity’ for

the DPPC monolayer to accommodate fibrinogen may

increase with temperature due to persistence of disorder up

to higher surface pressures.

But what of true LS? Up to 25% of native LS is unsatu-

rated phospholipid, which does not incorporate into LC

domains [1,69], and so significant disordered fluid regions

exist at all P below monolayer collapse. The coexistence of

ordered and disordered regions is observed in LS at the

high surface pressures and elevated temperatures of the

physiological environment [70–73]. So, while we have

focused on pure DPPC at room temperature and moderate

P around LC–LE coexistence, our model monolayers show

morphological similarities with true LS under physiological

conditions. Our data suggest that it is the distinction between

LC and LE regions (i.e. ordered and disordered regions) that

most significantly impacts the penetrability of the DPPC

monolayer, rather than its surface pressure. It is, of course,

unlikely that fibrinogen interacts with high P, high-tempera-

ture LS in exactly the manner we have described, but it is

plausible that similar physical effects may be observed. This

remains an open and active avenue of investigation.

Finally, recent research has shown that the morphology

of LC regions in a monolayer of Survanta, an animal-

derived therapeutic pulmonary surfactant, depends upon

the curvature of its underlying interface [73]. LC domains

become connected as the interfacial radius of curvature is

decreased to length-scales comparable to that of an alveolus,

likely having significant impact on the interfacial rheology.

As our description of interfacial stiffening due to the

fibrinogen–DPPC interaction is based on monolayer mor-

phology, it is likely that monolayer penetration will proceed

differently on a highly curved interface.

Therefore, although the conditions of our experiments

differ from those of physiological LS, we propose that the

processes we have observed and phenomena we have

measured in a simple, one-component phospholipid mono-

layer will have analogous processes in more physiologically

relevant systems. Lung surfactant is a complex material,

and we believe that our findings can serve as a foundation

onto which complexity may be built, ultimately leading to a
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physico-chemical understanding of the interaction of fibrino-

gen with LS under physiological conditions.
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4. Conclusion
Four sets of experiments—two combining fibrinogen and

DPPC via distinct protocols and two investigating the single

species monolayers—reveal the effect of fibrinogen on the

DPPC monolayer to be far from simple. Combining measure-

ments of surface pressure, interfacial rheology, and monolayer

morphology allows us to draw a number of conclusions, the

overarching theme of which is that the behaviour of the

mixed DPPC–fibrinogen system depends strongly on its

preparation. It is established that the pressure–area isotherms

of mixed DPPC–fibrinogen monolayers are influenced by sur-

face initial conditions [74], and here we extend this result to

encompass morphology and rheology.

In the absence of DPPC, fibrinogen adsorbing from bulk

solution behaves in a manner as has been reported for protein

adsorption in other systems [41,42]. As surface concentration

increases, P rises, eventually reaching a plateau as equili-

brium is established. Adsorption proceeds more quickly

and P rises to a higher plateau as concentration is increased.

Above an onset concentration, the fibrinogen monolayer exhi-

bits a strongly elastic shear response. This contrasts with

DPPC monolayers, which are viscous dominated.

DPPC is ineffective at displacing adsorbed fibrinogen

monolayers, even when fibrinogen is so dilute that it causes

no measurable change in P or interfacial rheology. Instead,

fluorescence imaging shows that new interfacial structures

are formed following compression and decompression. This

contrasts with the inverted order of operations, when fibrino-

gen penetrates pre-existing DPPC monolayers. The

micrographs in figures 5 and 8 show that qualitatively differ-

ent domain structures are formed, presumably reflecting

differences in the molecular compositions of the mixed

monolayers. This in itself is a remarkable result—the com-

plexation of DPPC and fibrinogen is so strongly dependent

upon preparation protocol that distinct interfacial mesostruc-

tures are apparent when the order of mixing is inverted.

These differences are reflected in the interfacial shear

rheology. Without fibrinogen, the response of a DPPC mono-

layer is viscous-dominated. This contrasts with pure

fibrinogen, which exhibits strongly elastic behaviour (figure

3). The properties of mixed DPPC-fibrinogen monolayers

vary from elastic-dominated (fibrinogen-like) to viscous-

dominated (DPPC-like) depending on their preparation. The

most elastic behaviour is found when DPPC is spread onto

preadsorbed fibrinogen (figure 4). When fibrinogen pene-

trates a pre-existing DPPC monolayer, the response

depends on the initial surface pressure. A mixed viscoelastic

end-state is evident at low Pi, neither entirely fibrinogen-like
nor entirely DPPC-like. Increasing Pi gives increasingly

viscous-dominated end-states, which retain some of the

characteristics of pure DPPC.

The condensed DPPC monolayer at high Pi is more effec-

tive at excluding fibrinogen than it is at low Pi, but LC DPPC

does not entirely block fibrinogen from the interface. A

simple excluded area model of monolayer penetration pre-

dicts that fibrinogen occupies less than 10% of the area in

the end-state mixed monolayer when DPPC is initially in its

fully LC state. This model makes remarkably good predic-

tions of end-state rheology in this regime. At lower Pi in

which LE DPPC predominates, our model suggests that

fibrinogen may occupy up to 40% of the interfacial area.

The timescales characterizing the rise in P and the inter-

facial moduli during fibrinogen adsorption can differ

significantly. Without DPPC, G0S and G00S increase more

quickly than P and much of the interfacial stiffening occurs

at P ¼ 0 mN m21. Conversely, when DPPC is initially pre-

sent, P increases before G0S and G0 0S. A corollary of this

finding is that measurements of surface pressure are insuffi-

cient to fully characterize monolayer penetration. An

apparent plateau in P does not necessarily indicate equili-

brium, as the interfacial viscoelastic moduli and monolayer

morphology may continue to evolve at constant P.

Under certain circumstances, fibrinogen can significantly

impact the shear rheology of DPPC monolayers. In vivo, a

change in behaviour from viscous- to elastic-dominated

could have dramatic implications, potentially inhibiting the

respreading of LS on alveolar expansion or hindering inter-

facial transport, preventing the expulsion of foreign

material from the lung. Our model studies provide new

insight into the mechanical and morphological aspects of

the interaction between surface active proteins and phospho-

lipids, and may serve as a foundation for a deeper

understanding of LS inactivation.
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